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Liaison Committee
The Liaison Committee for the Irish Wolfhound Club of America held its
annual meeting on April 21. In brief, the topics addressed were:
Obedience - There will be an obedience demonstration in conjunction
with the 1990 IWCA Specialty, and questions were raised as to its
purpose and its content. The issue of obedience jump height was
discussed. It was hoped that the IWCA would adopt a favorable position
on a 30 inch jump height and pursue this position with the AKC until
an agreeable ruling is obtained.
Rescue - IWCA feels there is not enough information about forming a
national rescue network, and has appointed someone to look into the
undertaking. Rescue, in general, was discussed as it is now done - a
matter of individual club and regional care.
Insurance - Regional clubs must take out their own activity insurance
as the IWCA will not cover them.
Temperament letter sent to all IW judges by the IWCA board - The letter
is an attempt to influence judges on how to judge the IW temperament
which is not in the IW standard. The letter suggests that the IW could
possibly be an aggressive animal, which makes it a target for
breed-specific legislation. AKC has show rules and guidelines for
dealing with aggressive dogs, so strong objections were raised that
such an ill-conceived letter had been sent out.
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*

"Shouldn't he be lying at the loot of the bed?"

*
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
BOARD MEETING - AUGUST 5, 1989
The meeting was called to order at 2:40 P.M. by President
Greg Shaw at the Solano County Fairgrounds in Vallejo,
California. Present were: Russ Greene, John & Belle Hays,
Robin & Terri Burchett, Fred & Angie Poole-Harris, Janet
& Linda Souza, Penny & Larry Worel, Ken & Karen Corriea,
Max Martin, Maria Grotano and Greg Shaw. The Minutes ~
from the previous meeting were read and approved.
TREASURER'S REPORT-In the absence of a detailed report,
John Hays was pleased to inform us that the Club has a
healthy bank balance. He had recently sent 3rd notices
for dues renewal and stands at 104 paid and 17 not paid.
SECRETARY'S REPORT-Acceptance had been received from
Frank Sabella to judge our 1991 Specialty . MSP that the
following new applicants be accepted into membership:
William & Teresa Butler and Susan & Larry Capelis.
Welcome to these new members!
OLD BUSINESS-All details for the 1989 Specialty appeared
to be under control. Secretary will contact Lynne Rosebrock re photographer. Suggestion was made that the
Decade Books and Club Pins be advertised in the Bugle.
It was suggested that Club inventory be printed as soon
as possible.
NEW BUSINESS-It was suggested that the Club apply for a
Sanctioned B Match in the Spring as this is the preference of the AKC. Suzanne Mc.Combs will be in charge of
Momentos for our 1990 Specialty . Everyone was urged to
write to the Board of IWAWC regarding their feelings on
the Lompoc Specialty location. Greg Shaw advised us
that the new style of the Club trophies is now called
Queen Anne instead of Mulberry.
MSP to adjourn at 3:30 P.M.
Respectfully suanitted,
Linda Souza
Secretary-NCIWC

*

*

*

There are some Decade Books still
to Linda Souza at 1450 Bear Gulch
Linda is also in charge of the
available for a donation of $3.00

*
available for a
Road, Woodside,
new club pins
each or two for

*

*

$12.00 donation. Send
CA 94062.
and tacks which are
a $5.00 donation.
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The Travails of Show Biz
Dateline: New York - Walk. Sit. Stay. Roll over. Go to court.
Such is the life of one German Shorthaired Pointer, a show dog bearing
the name Ch. Robin Crest Lorien Corniche.
Cory, as he is called for short, isn't any run- of- the-litter
critter. A champion , he has won 245 Best of Breed show awards and 19
Best in Show awards.
Basically, his problem comes from serving more than one master. One
of the dog ' s three owners thinks the kennel club world has seen enough
of Cory, who is four · years old. The other two owners think he has
plenty of prizes still ahead. In what is fast becoming a pit-bull
match , the one owner, Anthony Attalla, is suing the other two, John and
Rita Remondi, charging that they have been showing Cory even though he
is officially retired (as announced in Dog News).
In the suit, filed in federal district court in Manhattan, Mr.
Attalla says, "Cory has achieved the pinnacle of success • • • and any
further competition would only diminish what he has accomplished ."
Mr . Attalla claims that his work with Cory is no gravy train. In the
suit , he says that under the owners' agreement he lays out fees and
other expenses for showing the animal and he decides when to show - or
to retire - Cory. So far, Mr. Attilla says, he has spent over $125 , 000,
the amount sought in damages. In return, he is entitled to all ribbons
and awards . The Remondis are in charge of caring for the dog.
Despite the retirement, the suit says, the Remondis showed Cory
twice recently. (He placed fourth and then didn' t place at all. ) For
now, a judge's order temporarily bars them from further shows.
In a memo filed in court,Mr. Remondi claims that Mr . Attalla retired
the dog "simply and solely to better" the chances that Mr. Attalla' s
agent would win with a rival Rover. The Remondis also say Mr. Attalla
has bought a Rottweiier to show in another category and doesn't want to
spend _money on both Cory and the other dog. They claim that Mr. Attalla
has breached the pact by not paying certain expenses. Stud fees are
also at issue.
The Remondis argue that the retirement "fraudulently" deprives them
of their opportunity to show Cory, a dog who they assert "is in the
best condition of his life."
- Robert Daniels
Wall Street Journal

*

*

*

*

*

*

It pays to handle your pet with kid gloves when traveling. Not long
ago a Beatrice, Nebraska, man left his bulldog in the car at a gas
station. When he . attempted to get back in, he found that the dog,
apparently peeved ~ver some slight, had locked all the doors.
- Richard Wolkomir
The Smithsonian
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Irish Wolfhound Club of Puget Sound
Judge: James Reynolds

August. 5, 1989

BOB-Ch. Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
BOS,WB-Kellcastle's Rachel McBrea - Stockham
BOW,WO,Best Puppy-Tyrconnel Lilliput Launcelot - Little
RWO-Kellcastle's Cott'n Pick'n Good - Spalding-Prill
RWB-Song 0 1 0 1 Wind 1 s Delta Gold - Schreindorfer
Santa Cruz KC
Judge: James E. Frank

August 19, 1989

BOB-Ch. Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
BOS,WB-Carroy Molly O'Magnum - Cowen
BOW,WD-Carroy Michael O'Magnum - Rosebrock
RWD-Fleetwind Brogan - Brazelton/Thomasson
RWB-Powerscourt Windy Hill Star - Salin
Salinas Valley KC
Judge: Louis Harris

August 20,1989

BOB-Ch. Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
BOS,WB-Kellcastle 1 s Sumpin' Sweet - Burchett/Prill
BOW,WO-Fleetwind Brogan - Brazelton/Thomasson
RWO-Ballymor Windy Hill Dandy - Salin
RWB-Mercedes Von Der Oelmuhle - Graham/Eaton
Del Monte KC
Judge: Or. William Houpt

August 26,1989
1 /4/1

BOB-Ch. Fleetwind Magnum - Thomasson
BOS,BOW,WB-Kellcastle 1 s Sumpin' Sweet - Burchett/Prill
WO-Mack of Limerick - Souza
RWB-Scorpio ' s Minerva Ryan O'Pool - Pool-Harris
Santa Clara Valley KC
Judge: Hobart Stephenson

August 27,1989
1 /4/1

BOB-Ch. Fleetwind Magnum - Thomasson
BOS,BOW , WB-Kellcastle 1 s Sumpin' Sweet - Burchett/Prill
WO-Mack of Limerick - Souza
RWB-Kaelyn's Promise of Limerick .- Smith/Souza
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Rogue Valley KC
Judge: Ann Argyle

~
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September 2,1989
2/7/1

BOB,BOW,WB-Destiny Melody O'Mohr - McCombs
BOS,WD-Destiny Mulryan O'Mohr - Mccombs
RWD-Mack of Limeriuck - Souza
RWB-Starkeeper's Emerald Rae - Souza
September 3,1989

Southern Oregon KC
Judge: Jill Bregy

3/8/2
BOB-Ch. Gwin-Del Kellcastle Honey Fitz - Griffin
BOS,WB-Kellcastle's Sumpin' Sweet - Burchett/Pril l
BOW,WD-Tyrconnel Lilliput Launcelot - Little
RWD-Kellcastle 1 s Cott'n Pick'n Good - Prill
RWB-Song O'D'Winds Delta Gold - Schreindorfer
Sir Francis Drake KC
Judge: Walter Shellenbarger

September 17,1989
11/14/5

BOB-Ch. Erinwood Stellar Gabriel - Paloma
BOS-Killykeen Maugen - Brown
BOW,WB-Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa - Rosebrock
WD-Carroy Michael 0 1 Magnum - Rosebrock
RWD-Bailebrae The Marksman - Pense
RWB-Bailebrae Belleek - Grotano
Contra Costa County KC
Judge: Ramon A McNulty

October 7,1989
5/3/2

BOB,BOW,WD-Bailebrae The Marksman - Pense
BOS,WB-Bailebrae Brighid At Emerald - Grotano/Tyler
RWD-Cabal O'Pool - Falconer
RWB-Scorpios Minerva Ryan O'Pool - Pool-Harris
Donner Trail KC
Judge: Tom G. Rainey

October 8,1989
4/6/3

BOB-Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOW,WD-Bailebrae The Marksman - Pense
BOS,WB-Powerscourt Windy Hill Star - Salin
RWD-Ballymor Windy Hill Dandy - Salin/Moore
RWB-Bailebrae Belleek - Grotano
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
EIGHTH INDEPENDENT SPECIAL TY SHOW

SONOMA-MARIN FAIRGROUNDS

Fairgrounds Drive & Payran Street

Petaluma, California

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1989

Judge: Mrs. Fran Shaw
28/46/16
BOB-Ch. Fleetwind Magnum - Thomasson
80S,BOW,WB-Bailebrae Merry Magdalena - Grotano
WO-Bailebrae The Monsignor - Grotano
RWD-'Tis Fingal 0 1 Flahertie Wills - Otto
RWB-Major Acres Queen Grainne - Gabriel/Major
Best Puppy-Carroy Glenmaddy 0 1 Shaw - Fairbanks
Sweepstakes Judge: Mrs. Jessie Kelly
Best Jr-Major Acres Mick McGuire - Trifeletti/Gabriel
BOS Jr-Misty Isle Killashandra Sidhe - Kachinskas/Harris
Best Sr-Castlemaine's Blackmail
BOS Sr-Kaelyn 1 s Promise of Limerick - Smith/Souza

An uninvited, and unwelcome , attendant at the Specialty was Jupiter
Pluvius. After making his presence known during the night with typical
bouts of thunder and lightning and causing loss of electricity in a
wide area, he showed up at the fairgrounds in the morning early enough
to make show preparations difficult and thereafter, at regular
intervals, soaked judges, exhibitors, spectators and hounds and
chased them under whatever meager shelters could be quickly found .
However, the situati on was accepted by all concerned with relative good
grace and humor and a few were even heard to observe that it added a
not-too-objectionable element of challenge and diversion.
The dinner afterward was well attended, and the auction, handled
with Ken Gabriel ' s usual flair , was ver y successful. All in all it was
a full , eventful and successful day .
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1989 NCIWC SPECIALTY
Financial Report
Income
Superintendent Overage
(Total Entries = $1,890)
Trophy Donations
Catalog Ads (Membership)
Catalog Ads (Commercial)
Catalog Donations
Auction
Petaluma Fairgrounds
Deposit Refund

$ 443.39
480.00
350.00
225.00
190.00
439.50
10.00
$ 2,137.89

Expense

Sweepstakes Prizes
Dinner and Lunches
Pay:
Substract Receipts
Add One Refund:
Judges
Steward
Lure Course
Subtract Entries:
Ribbons
Fairgrounds Rental

$ 129.10
$1,360.00
1, 331. 75
28.25
30.50

$

129.60
92.50

58.75
884.20
25.00
37.10
115. 67
330.00

+

$1,579.82
$ 558.07

John Hays, Treasurer
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Miscellany
The heavy rains have started mushrooms sprouting in earnest, and they
have a fatal attraction for puppies. Be sure to examine all outside
areas where your dogs- of any age- are apt to be and remove all
mushrooms. This is a daily task in damp weather because the fungi
will shoot up over night.They're killers.
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Foxtail-spraying season came and went in a hurry. It should be done
just before the rains which took .us by surprise this year. Try again
next year!

*

Unscientific but numerous reports indicate that dogs - especially
stressed dogs - are soothed by the strains of classical music. The
preference for classical was noted. This from Cornell College of
Veterinary Medicine.

*

Make a puppy's first nights in your home easier by preparing a "den"
he/she can sleep in and feel secure . Include an old towel that has
been rubbed against his mother and littermates for familiar smells,
and a chew toy for late-night teething. From Dog Fancy.

*

Bell your dog. When walking in the woods or unfamiliar territory and
he might be off lead, he'll be easier to find if he chases something
or wanders out of sight.
Pain is a survival mechanism. When acute, it stimulates escape.
Chronic dull pain lowers activity levels and aids recuperation.

I
•

The body metabolism of individual animals helps determine its
requirements. In one study, 24 English Setters of similar
background were housed individually and fed identically each
two years. Their weights at the end of that period varied as
50% . All factors were the same except for body metabolism.-Pet
News .

feeding
age and
day for
much as
Product

For that winning smile: The Oral-Kare-F inger-Brush is a plastic-backed
soft fabri c which contains toothpaste and fits over the index finger.
When it is brushed against a pet's teeth and gums it releases the
toothpaste, cleans the teeth and freshens the breath! The product
comes in chlorophyll, mint or sugar-free sweetener from Convenience
Packaging, Inc .,651 0 Page Ave.,St.Louis,MO 63133. -Kennel Healthline.
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This is the continuation of the article fro• field Advisory
News sent in by Jane Kit Christie . Reprinted with per•ission.

CONDITIONING SIGHTHOUNDS, PART I (Continued}
Let your hound rest adequately before any stressful event. Marathoners of ten avoid running great distances at top speed for seven
days prior to a marathon. This program does not prevent LSD, but
it would discourage interval training just prior to an important
event.
LOCATION
JOGGING: Running programs for hounds eliminate many enjoyable means
of roadworking. I cannot run with a sighthound fast enough to make
that dog run briskly, which is probably true of most sighthound owners. I can do a comfortable eight or nine minute mile, making the
dogs trot at a steady pace and maintain that for three miles without
threat of overworking myself.
The hounds, of course, love it
because we are together. The advantage to jogging with your hound
is that it promotes owner-trainer condition (and health) as wefl.
The disadvantage is that the trainer has to enjoy jogging. It is
easy to foul up a hound's program because the handler is "too tired"
to jog. The owner can work as many hounds as he can control while
jogging, which is another benefit to this method.
BICYCLING: The horrors of jogging (sore feet, splints, etc.)
can be slightly avoided by taking the hound out for a ride on the
bike. You can go faster, you can work on your own conditioning program, and the bike may be expensive but you'll save on shoes (have
you priced a good pair of Saucony's lately?). The disadvantages
to cycling are that you are limited to the terrain on which you can
work; you can jog anywhere, but it's hard to bike on gravel roads
or forest trails. There's also more potential for injury; sighthounds love to chase little animals and seem particularly disrespectful of the uncoordinated handler perched precariously upon the
bike. Bike if you will, but practice before you begin your hound's
program, making sure you have control over the bike. Please note
that it is difficult to work more than one hound at a time.
DRIVING: The two disadvantages to this method are the tendency
to go too fast and the fact that the owner personally derives no
particular benefit from the exercise. However, the lack of personal
pain (and gain) may be a plus point for some. Traffic may prove
more of a disadvantage here than with the bike, since you have to
roadwork the hound(s) on a secluded street or road. It is possible
to work more than one hound out of a car, but it is probably more
convenient--not to mention saf er--to have a passenger handling the
dogs rather than the driver trying to manage the car and hounds.
OTHER METHODS: I 1 ve heard of working the hounds with a golf
cart, three wheeler, moped, or on horseback. There are advantages,
of course, and disadvantages to all methods. Owners are limited
in the mode of transport only by their imagination. If your hound
isafrisbee freak, consider this an innovative conditioning program.

Conditioning

~,

cont'd
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TERRAIN: If you can work your hound on a hill, you will gain more
in the mileage you perform. The use of hills, though, should not
significantly reduce the length of mileage in any program. Consider
it a bonus. Hounds should be slowly conditioned for performing on
hills, don't push too far, too fast.
Swimming as exercise for hounds is a considerably underrated
method for conditioning with reduced stress. Brooks Johnson wrote
a very interesting article for Runner's World, called "Peaking,"
where he described swimmings benefits, "One component we've recently
added to this phase is hydrotraining. I believe that swimming and
other water activities strengthen the major muscles. Equally important, swimming is the safest method of cardiovascula r overloading
because there is no risk to the musculoskelet al structure. 11 • There
are no valid statistics available on distance swimming for hounds,
but it seems to be widely acceptable in training horses. Distances
would have to be organized on an experimental basis for each hound.
Gravel roads are not too hard on pads, contrary to myth, and
seem to act as something of a pad toughner. Gravel roads are preferable to hard-top, particularly the type of road that radiates heat.
These roads have a tendency to wear on pads rather than toughen.
If you are biking, the gravel is difficult to negotiate, but hardtop is hard on the hounds. What to do? Go for unfinished shoulders
(on the road) bike on the, road, dog on the shoulder.
Grass is not hard on the pads, unless it's stubble (and then
it 1 s really hard between the pads), but, it also doesn't toughen
the feet, unless, maybe, if it is softer stubble.
Regardless of surface, avoid broken glass and other pitfalls.
Uneven terrain, considering the owners mode of transport, is not
to be considered a deteriment (sic). Hounds can indeed learn to
become more agile while working if they are worked on uneven terrain.
Consider running through plowed fields on horseback, i f you live
in a part of the country that has that sort of terrain close at hand.
It is preferrable to alter exercise locations.
Everyone
(including hounds) gets bored doing the same thing, the same time,
the same place, everyday. If you find your dog lagging in his interest, try a new spot: the hound's renewed interest will probably
give you a lift, too.
Hounds derive many benefits from a structured exercise program,
among these are:
(1) increased circulatory efficiency, (2) increased breathing
efficiency, (3) increased capacity for hard work at peak speed
before tiring, (4) decreased time necessary to recover from stressful exercise, (5) decreased rate of injury, (6) perhaps more resistance to disease or effects from serious injury.
Perhaps it is increased endurance that will most clearly effect
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the running of your hound. We have many times watched a hound receive
low scores in enthusiasm, speed, and agility when the hound really
lacked endurance. If it hurts , you don't do it , and the hounds often
follow this rule, too.
Bringing all of the information here together by observing how
conditioning affects performance , I would like to quote Mr. Jim
Wilkerson from an article he wrote called, "Running Faster Than the
Animals," appearing in Runner 's World :
A myriad of factors have a direct influence on maximal human
running speed. These include such external variables as the
date, time and challenge of the race as well as the condition
of the track and the weather. Internal factors include age,
talent and health of the runner, aerobic capacity, weight, body
fat and nutritional state. The most important characteristics,
however, are the runner's build, his mechanical efficiency , the
biochemical potential of the runner's muscle cells and the abil ity of the runner to create the neromuscular [sic] pattern for
optimal running speed. A strong case can be made that each of
the four characteristics is the limiting factor in determining
maximal running speed. This is because each factor limits all
the others. The human body does not use a series of isolated
systems simultaneously. It is a case of the chain being only
as strong as its weakest link. Or , the body being only as fast
as its slowest part.4
It is with these thoughts in mind that we have planned a series of articles on conditioning. All of the ideas presented may not be completely sound, but we are attempting, with this series, to open the
forum for an exchange of valuable thoughts, opinions , and a sharing
of experience.
Notes (quotations from references cited reprinted by permission of
the publisher.)
1or. Jim Wilkerson, "Running Faster Than the Animals ," Runner 's World
(Runner's World Magazine Company Inc.; Mountain View, CA : August
19B2)' p. 38.
2 Dr. Jim Wilkerson, p. 38.
•Brooks Johnson, "Peaking," Runner's World (Runner's World Magazine
Company Inc; Mountain View, CA: June 1982), p. 67.
4or. Jim Wilkerson, p. 36.
Additional References:
Joseph 8. Davidson, D.V.M. Inside Horseracing (New York: Arco, 1973).
James Fixx The Complete Book of Running (New York: Random House 1977).
Caroline Silvei Eventing (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1976).
Numerous articles in Rapidan River Farm Digest (Rapidan River Farm,
Lignum, VA: 1975).
William T. Keeton Elements of Biological Science (New York: W. W.
Norton and Company, Inc., 1975).
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Otitis
by Rena Leake, Information Specialist
University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine
Otitis, an inflammation of the external ear canal, is very common
among pets and can be quite serious if untreated. Severe cases can
cause lack of coordination, eventual loss of hearing if the inner ear
becomes infected, and even death if allowed to continue so long that
the infection spreads to the brain.
Otitis is easily controllable if treated promptly, however. It is
sometimes infectious ( bacterial or fungal) and sometimes not. If not,
symptoms may just be due to an allergic reaction. Symptoms of otitis
include head shaking, scratching, pain and, in the case of infectious
otitis, bad odor from the ears.
Ear mites can cause a form of otitis, although dogs are less prone
to have them than are cats. Moisture is another cause, especially in
the long- or heavy- eared breeds. Allergies and foreign bodies such as
grass awns cause irritation resulting in scratching which can lead to
secondary infection.
Your veterinarian will treat otitis by first thoroughly cleaning the
ear, then looking for and removing parasites or foreign bodies, and by
determining whether a bacterial or fungal infection is present. A
culture is sometimes needed to determine the type of organism to be
dealt with. Usually a two week course with drops or ointment will
effect a cure, but several rechecks should be done because the
convolutions of the ear can keep an infection alive •

• •
Irmunization
Q:For dogs that are in close contact with other dogs, such as at shows
etc., what are your recommendations for immunizations and the
frequency of each?
A:Research indicates that after the initial series of immunizations
for puppies, yearly vaccinations for distemper, adenovirus,
leptospirosis, parainfluenza and parvovirus are all that are
necessary. Rabies vaccination is regulated by law in most states.
Local factors may dictate the frequency of vaccination against
diseases that may be more prevalent in one location or another,
particularly parvovirus, coronavirus and Bordetella.
- Cornell Univ.
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Underst anding Pack Instinct
From the Bexar County Veterinary Medical Association
San Antonio, Texas
Thanks to the South Texas Irish Wolfhound Club
Our canine friends are historically sociable, free- roaming animals
that run in packs and kill other animals to survive. So we have taken
an animal whose instincts are contrary to the behaviors we desire and
turned it into a "house pet," "yard dog" or "lap dog . " It's a wonder we
don ' t have more problems than we do.
One reason canines are a successful species in the wild is their
sociability. For the pack to survive, a dominance hierarchy must
develop , Wild "dogs" (coyotes, wolves, hyenas , etc . ) are aware of who
is top dog , no . 2,3 , 4 and so on , in their pack. This prevents
infighting and helps coordinate activities and insure survival . A
domesticated dog still has the instincts for survival of its pack i . e . your family .
How we treat our dogs relays messages to them that are not what we
intended . Eye contact , how much a dog is petted or fondled and other
i nteractions are perceived by the dog as signals given to designate its
place in the pack . A problem behavior arises when a dog is petted or
fondle d excessively . The only dog in a pack that receives such
attention is the top dog . This same dog that has been petted
excessively is likely to challenge you if you later order it off the
couch .
If you take this problem dog and make it do something (si t , lie
down , etc . ) each time before you pet it , and then limit your petting ,
you have changed your inter action with the dog i nto one that tells it
that you are the boss . The r esults are better behavior and a happier
dog - happier than one that is confused about its social standing .

"I told you we needed a larpr tent!"

Thanks t o Douglas & Maria Love
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Canine Submissiveness

You want to be "top dog" to your dog lest you have a companion dog
trying to get away with a good deal of dominance aggression. On the
other hand, you may discover that your dog is too submissive and timid.
An extreme form of this is demonstrated by submissive urination in the
presence of the owner. The so-called nervous wetter is often more prone
to this behavior when the owner arrives home, thus confronting him/her
with the unsettling display of greeting and water works all at once.
According to Or. J.K.Blackshaw of the University of Queensland in
Australia, the overly submissive dog clearly perceives the owner as the
dominant party and displays submissiveness in order to minimize the
possibility of an aggressive' encounter. The owner should get the timid
dog to see him/her as less dominant. • Thus, the owner should not
stand over the dog, raise a hand or look the dog in the eye. Or.
Blackshaw suggests greeting the dog in a crouching position and using a
slightly averted gaze. Avoiding gestures easily interpreted as dominant
is the secret here.
-Animal Health Newsletter
Feeding The Sick

....

One of the first signs that an animal is sick is its refusal to eat.
A recent study was funded by the Morris Animal Foundation to determine
how nutrition affects sick dogs. Too many people believe that an ill
dog should eat only when it chooses to do so.
The study found that sick animals are in dire need of sustenance. The
body of an ill dog needs nutritional support to repair tissue and to
promote healing and resistance to disease.
- Pet Health News

SOR~N300f ,
THAT SMELL., ITS

RAt>O~G~.

Brussels Sprouts
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When You Take Your Pet To The Veterinarian 1.Seek out a qualified, competent, caring veterinarian.
2. Don ' t be reluctant to seek a second or even a third opinion regarding
the di agnosi s of your pet . There are specialists for anima ; ls just as
there are for humans.
3. Monitor your pet's stay at the hospital or clinic . Ask questions
about the services the veterinarian is rendering . Trust your common
sense .
4. If you suspect malpractice, immediately seek an independent and
confidential second opinion . If your animal has died , preserve the
remains and take the body to another veterinarian (preferably a
college of veterinary medicine) for necropsy to determine the cause
of death .
5. Request all medical records regarding treatment , including x-rays if
taken .
6 . If you have received a second opinion that supports your concern
about malpractice , immediately seek expert legal advice .
ALDF The Animals' Advocate

Shamrock . and t histle:..·-Mr. A. ]. Davis's J m cho
Ballaghboy and a cairn terrier friend from Scc:itland

CO U NTRY LI F E
F E BRUARY,

1920
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A PESSAGE FRll'l Tl£ PRESIDENT

I've been sitting here wondering what to write about . First, there
is the Specialty. Despite all the rain and the hardships we got through
it with flying colors, I think. It was very successful and I want to
congratulate all the exhibitors for being good sports and hanging in
there , Dur judges seemed to have a good time . Mrs . Shaw was delighted
with her entry and, I think, did a yeoman's job, especially after she
got her warm boots on, which someone brought to her.
Next year we will not have rain. So, think .!:!£ rain! Bring lots of
shade.
One of the thoughts I have about the Specialty is the number of
entries . I'd like to see us have more next year. One way to do that is
to send out more premium lists. I've had feed-back about people in
different areas not getting premium lists. Our superintendent, Jack
Bradshaw, is not sending out many because his list of names is not that
great , so we must do something about sending him larger mailing lists.
I will be looking for someone to start compiling a better - and
bigger - list of exhibitorsto give the superintendent.
We will be having a meeting of the Board of Directors (everyone is
invited to attend) at the Mensona KC show next month. It will be after
IW judging. Anyone having any business they wish to discuss should
contact me or Secretary Linda Souza, or, for that matter, any other
officer or board member.
This past weekend Marilyn and I, along with Carol Gabriel, went to
Portland as Marilyn was judging the Sweepstakes at the Greater Portland
Irish Wolfhound Club match on Saturday. The problem was that while
driving by Weed, Ca., the transmission in our van broke and we had to
scramble around to find a car to rent to get on to Portland. Everything
worked out fine and we were assisted by Ken Corriea on the way back
after we returned the rental car in Weed. Tuesday, Marilyn and I had to
drive back to Weed to pick up the van with its new transmission. Did
that ever cost a bunch!!
That 1 s all for now and - everyone, please - try to attend the
upcoming meeting in Santa Rosa. Linda will send out notices later.
Greg Shaw
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Recommended Reading: Dog Food Labels
An article by Elaine C. Campbell in the May 1989 issue of the New
England Obedience News warns of the possible hazards of an ingredient
found in premium dog foods . The ingredient is Ethoxyquin, used as a
preservativ e. It was developed by the Monsanto Corporation as a rubber
stabilizer and has been used as both an herbicide and an insecticide .
Ms. Campbell , after years as a successful breeder of Poodles and
Rough Collies , suddenly began having whelping problems, missed
breedings, skipped heat cycles and sickly and deformed puppies in her
kennel . Shortly afterward her adult dogs began having health problems
that her veterinaria n diagnosed as immune breakdowns , most likely
triggered by a chemical . To her knowledge , her dogs had been exposed to
no chemicals ; the only change she had made in her kennel program was a
change in dog foods . Her new food , while labeled as being free of
preservativ es , contained ethoxyquin . A friend of hers had been having
some si milar problems with her dogs ; she switched feeds and her dogs
improved . The f irst food had contained ethoxyquin , the second had not .
A chemist , unidentifie d i n the article , noted that dog owners are
playing with fire if this ingredient was in their dog food •••• this is
a toxic , potent ially dangerous preservative with only limi ted research
as to its safety . Ms . Campbell has been in touch with the FDA about
ethoxy quin , and urges anyone who has had problems in whel ping, breedi ng
or immune deficiencie s that have resulted in skin lesions , runny eyes ,
scabs around t he nostrils or pigmentatio n loss , to check to see if
ethoxyquin is in the food being fed . If it is , please contact Ms .
Campbell (96 Prospect Hil l Drive , North Weymouth , MA 02191 ) . She needs
as much i nformation as possible to urge the FDA to act to have this
health hazard removed from the pet food market . She also urges all
those who find ethoxyqui n listed among the ingredients of their pets'
food to write the manufacture r and ask for the chemical's removal .
Manufacture rs of dog foods do not necessarily use the same
ingredients throughout their pet food lines . For example , ethoxyquin is
NOT present in Purina Dog Chow , but IS present in Purina Pro-Plan . One
must examine each label , rather than rely on a company name. Be
aware, as well, that even though you have used a certain food for
years, companies can and do change formulas, so check periodicall y to
be on the safe side.
- From the Potomac Valley IW Club
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Ouchi!

Success in curtailing biting and fighting behavior in dogs has been
reported by a Or. Stuart in Fairfax, Virginia, who filed the dogs'
canine teeth down to or just below the incisors' level. This prevented
Foxhounds from fighting and a St. Bernard and Cocker Spaniel from
biting. No adverse side effects such as dental decay or eating
difficulties have been noted . Except for an adverse cosmetic effect, it
is an appealing alternative to euthanasia.
- Pet Behavior via Dog World

Doggie Do's
don't have live in the countryside be healthy and happy.
Dogs
Here are some hints for citified canines and their owners.
1;o

1. Polly Ann Ice Cream, 3142 Noriega St.
(664-2472). Free ice cream cones for dogs
- a rare treat for humans and pooches,
since here no one has to share.
2. Animal Crackers, 780 Stanyan St.
(387-3001). For dogs that need to gnaw, a
discount pet food and supply store with
good bargains and a wide variety of products - as many as 40 different rawhide
chews, for example.
3. The Health Paws, 3274 Mission St.
(285-0209). For hippie dogs, natural herbal pet products such as potpourri and
herbal collars, homeopathic medicines
and herbs for making your pet's personalized brand of tea.
4. New Methods~664-3469). Ron Lippert,
an animal health technician, specializes
in neurotic, sick and geriatric dog patients. He makes house calls to evaluate a
pet's problem and makes referrals to veterinarians, pet stores and trainers. He'll
also dog-sit when you're away, and walk,
play with and train your problem pooch.
5. Rolllson's, 135 Maiden Ln. (421-0310).
Exotica for pampered pets, such as
Scoop-a-Poo, the Rolls Royce of pooper
scoopers (comes with biodegradable bag);
umbrellas that attach to collars for rainy
days; and the paw-operated Yuppie Pup-
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pie Treat Machine.

6. Top Dog, 1776 Mission St. (626-6610).
Grooming means more than just a quick
bath. Top Dog gives haircuts, hot oil and
color treatments and, for formal occasions, they'll paint the nails of those special doggie paws.
7. Pet Express, 1000 Iowa St. (821-7111).
Besides boarding and shipping services,
Pet Express offers a handy taxi service
for those dogs needing to be schlepped to
the vet, the airport, the groomer or just to
a friend's house.
I. Our Alliruls, a quarterly periodical for
members of the SPCA (250016th St.;
554-3000), features animal health care
tips and adventure stories about the
SPCA's wonder dogs.
9. Special Dog Training Aru, Golden
Gate Park at 38th Ave. and Fulton St. A
safe and legal space for dogs to learn their
canine disciplines. The area is fenced-in,
so if your dog likes to run wild unimpeded
by a leash, this is the place.

10. Dr. Betty Canuck, RN, EdD
(334-5036) offers individual and group
grief counseling to dog owners anticipating or having experienced the death of
their compaliion canine.

-Robin McKenna
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The Hounds' Bugle is publishe d 6 times a year. Articles submitte d
for publicat ion are welcome and solicite d; the editor reserves the
right to edit or refuse. Articles herein are the opinions of the
authors and don't necessar ily reflect the views of the editor or the
club. Permissi on to reprint is granted to other IW clubs only if
full credit is given to Northern Californ ia IW Club Hounds' Bugle.
Subscrip tions are $7.50 a year or free with club membership.
Advertis ing rates are: full page with photo - $20.00
full page w/o photo - $15.00
half page w/o photo - $ 8.00

MAX.
For the life of your dog.

Only the Nutro MAX line lltfers
the consistency of a chicken, rice
anJ lamb diet for all stages of your
dog's life.
Proper nutrition and a consistent
diet are at the heart of a dog's health
and happiness.The chicken, rice and
lamb formula of the MAX product
line offers your dog both proper nutrition and consistency in taste, stool
performance, and skin and coat
conditioning.

At Nutro, we've spent o\'er 60 years
developing the perfect food~ for
puppies, ~\dult dogs and older, less
active or overweight dogs. MAX,
MAX Puppy and MAX Special are
each uniquely formulated to provide
the finest ingredients in the proper
amounts to keep your dog happy and
healthy for life.

NutroMAX

The best dog food in the world.

Nutro Products, Inc. 445 Wi lson Way, City of Industry, CA 91744
1-(800) 833-5330
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